*** BEWARE!!! ***


NOTE: ALL RESPONDENTS WERE RANDOMLY ASSIGNED A NUMBER AT VARIABLE 220. THIS VARIABLE DETERMINED WHICH MODULE EACH R WAS ASKED. EACH R WAS ASKED ONLY ONE MODULE.

MODULE 1: MEDICARE OPTIONS

M1-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE  9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M1-1.

You said earlier that you do not receive your Medicare benefits through an HMO, that is, through a Health Maintenance Organization. But, if you wanted to, do you have the option of using your Medicare to enroll in an HMO instead?

   YES...............................................1
   NO...............................................5
   DK...............................................8
   RF...............................................9
M1-2a.

IF R HAS MEDICARE THROUGH AND HMO (R11=1):
You said earlier that you receive your Medicare benefits through an HMO, that is, through a Health Maintenance Organization.

ASK ALL R’s:
We’d like to know what features are important to people in choosing between regular Medicare, a Medicare HMO, and other types of plans. How important are each of the following features to you in making this choice?

First, what about having unlimited choice of doctors and specialists: Is this very important to you, somewhat important, or not at all important to you?

VERY IMPORTANT....................................1
SOMETHING IMPORTANT............................2
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT............................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M1-2b.

Second, what about keeping down your how much you yourself pay for visits to the doctor and your monthly premiums? (Is this very important to you, somewhat important, or not at all important to you?)

VERY IMPORTANT....................................1
SOMETHING IMPORTANT............................2
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT............................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M1-2c.

And last, what about making sure that any treatment your doctor recommends will be covered by your insurance? (Is this very important to you, somewhat important, or not at all important to you?)

VERY IMPORTANT....................................1
SOMETHING IMPORTANT............................2
NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT............................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M1-3.
The next questions compare two groups of people who have Medicare. Here are the facts about the two groups:
The people in the first group have the regular Medicare plan. The people in the second group have their Medicare coverage through an HMO plan. No one has both an HMO and the regular Medicare plan.

(6660)

M1-3a.
Here's the first situation:
A patient is given a list of approved doctors. To be covered, she can only choose doctors from that list. Does this describe the regular Medicare plan, an HMO plan, both types of plan, or neither type of plan?

THE REGULAR MEDICARE PLAN.........................1
AN HMO PLAN.......................................2
BOTH TYPES OF PLAN................................3
NEITHER TYPE OF PLAN..............................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6661)

M1-3b.
Here's another situation:
A patient needs to spend six months in a nursing home. All the costs are covered. (Does this describe the regular Medicare plan, an HMO plan, both types of plan, or neither type of plan?)

THE REGULAR MEDICARE PLAN.........................1
AN HMO PLAN.......................................2
BOTH TYPES OF PLAN................................3
NEITHER TYPE OF PLAN..............................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6662)

M1-3c.
Here's another situation:
A medical bill which should have been covered is not paid. The patient has the right to appeal this. (Does this describe the regular Medicare plan, an HMO plan, both types of plan, or neither type of plan?)

THE REGULAR MEDICARE PLAN.........................1
AN HMO PLAN.......................................2
BOTH TYPES OF PLAN................................3
NEITHER TYPE OF PLAN..............................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6663)
M1-3d. Here's another situation:
A patient's primary care doctor has no appointments available. The patient looks in the phone book and chooses another doctor who can see her immediately. This office visit is covered. (Does this describe the regular Medicare plan, an HMO plan, both types of plan, or neither type of plan?)

THE REGULAR MEDICARE PLAN...............................1
AN HMO PLAN...............................................3
BOTH TYPES OF PLAN.........................................4
NEITHER TYPE OF PLAN.......................................8
DK..............................................................9

M1-3e. Here's another situation:
Someone’s regular blood pressure medication is partly paid for by their plan. (Does this describe the regular Medicare plan, an HMO plan, both types of plan, or neither type of plan?)

THE REGULAR MEDICARE PLAN...............................1
AN HMO PLAN...............................................3
BOTH TYPES OF PLAN.........................................4
NEITHER TYPE OF PLAN.......................................8
DK..............................................................9

M1-3f. And here's a final situation:
In a life-threatening situation, a patient can go to the nearest hospital emergency room and the visit will be covered. (Does this describe the regular Medicare plan, an HMO plan, both types of plan, or neither type of plan?)

THE REGULAR MEDICARE PLAN...............................1
AN HMO PLAN...............................................3
BOTH TYPES OF PLAN.........................................4
NEITHER TYPE OF PLAN.......................................8
DK..............................................................9

M1-5. In the last two years have you obtained information from the Medicare program about your health insurance options?

YES..............................................................1
NO..............................................................5
DK..............................................................8
RF..............................................................9

END OF MODULE 1

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
M2-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE 9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M2-1.

Have you ever been treated by a chiropractor?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-2a.

Have you ever received massage therapy?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-2b.

Have you ever been treated with acupuncture or acupressure?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M2-3.
Are you now taking vitamin or mineral supplements on a regular basis? Examples might include multivitamins, Vitamin A, Vitamin C, Vitamin D, Vitamin E, calcium, and magnesium.

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6700)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6700)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6700)

M2-3.
Please tell me which of the following you are taking on a regular basis.

M2-3a. First: multivitamin?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3b. Vitamin A?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3c. Vitamin C?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3d. Vitamin D?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3e. Vitamin E?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M2-3f. Calcium?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3g. Magnesium?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3h. Are there any other vitamins or mineral supplements that you are taking on a regular basis?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-3hs. Which vitamins or mineral supplements are these?

_________________________

M2-4. Altogether, about how much did you spend in the past 12 months on these vitamin and mineral supplements?

AMOUNT:  ___________

M2-5. Do you ever use any herbal supplements or products, including pills or tinctures for health reasons? These might include, for example, things like aloe, echinacea, saw palmetto, and St. Johns wort.

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M2-5.
Please tell me which of the following you use.

M2-5a. First: aloe?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6706)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6706)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6706)

M2-5b. Astragalus?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6709)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6709)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6709)

M2-5c. Cat's claw?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6712)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6712)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6712)

M2-5d. Cayenne?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6715)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6715)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6715)

M2-5e. Echinacea?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6718)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6718)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6718)

M2-5f. Feverfew?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6721)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6721)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6721)
M2-5g. Garlic? (6722)
YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6724)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6724)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6724)

M2-5h. Ginkgo biloba? (6725)
YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6727)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6727)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6727)

M2-5j. Ginseng? (6728)
YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6730)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6730)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6730)

M2-5k. Goldenseal? (6731)
YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6733)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6733)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6733)

M2-5m. Kava? (6734)
YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6736)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6736)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6736)

M2-5n. Ma Huang or Ephedra? (6737)
YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6739)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6739)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6739)
M2-5p.  
Saw Palmetto? 

YES..................................................................................1 (6740)  
NO.........................................................5 -Skip-(6742)  
DK.........................................................8 -Skip-(6742)  
RF.........................................................9 -Skip-(6742)  

M2-5q.  
St. Johns wort? 

YES..................................................................................1 (6743)  
NO.........................................................5 -Skip-(6745)  
DK.........................................................8 -Skip-(6745)  
RF.........................................................9 -Skip-(6745)  

M2-5r.  
Valerian? 

YES..................................................................................1 (6746)  
NO.........................................................5 -Skip-(6748)  
DK.........................................................8 -Skip-(6748)  
RF.........................................................9 -Skip-(6748)  

M2-5s.  
In addition to the herbs I just listed, are there any other herbal supplements or products which you use?? 

YES..................................................................................1 (6749)  
NO.........................................................5 -Skip-(6751)  
DK.........................................................8 -Skip-(6751)  
RF.........................................................9 -Skip-(6751)  

M2-5s1. What are those? 

______________ (6750)  

M2-6.  
Altogether, about how much did you spend in the past 12 months on these herbal supplements and products in the past 12 months? 

AMOUNT: ____________________ (6752)  

(6758)  

M2-7.  
Do you ever do regular breathing exercises? 

YES..................................................................................1 (6758)  
NO.........................................................5 -Skip-(6760)  
DK.........................................................8 -Skip-(6760)  
RF.........................................................9 -Skip-(6760)  

M2-7a. How often do you do such breathing exercises:
daily, at least two or three times a week, 
at least once a week, at least once a month, 
or less often than that?

DAILY.............................................1
AT LEAST 2 OR 3 TIMES A WEEK......................2
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK.................................3
AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH...............................4
LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH.............................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-8. Do you ever meditate?

YES.....................................................1
NO....................................................5 -Skip-(6767)
DK....................................................8 -Skip-(6767)
RF....................................................9 -Skip-(6767)

M2-8a. How often do you meditate:
daily, at least two or three times a week, 
at least once a week, at least once a month, 
or less often than that?

DAILY.............................................1
AT LEAST 2 OR 3 TIMES A WEEK......................2
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK.................................3
AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH...............................4
LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH.............................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M2-9. Do you ever attend religious services?

YES.....................................................1
NO....................................................5 -Skip-(6774)
DK....................................................8 -Skip-(6774)
RF....................................................9 -Skip-(6774)
M2-9a. How often do you attend religious services:
daily, at least two or three times a week,
at least once a week, at least once a month,
or less often than that?

DAILY.............................................1
AT LEAST 2 OR 3 TIMES A WEEK......................2
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK..............................3
AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH.............................4
LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH...........................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6779)

M2-10. Do you ever pray privately in places other than at church or synagogue?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6781)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6781)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6781)

(6780)

M2-10a. How often do you pray privately:
daily, at least two or three times a week,
at least once a week, at least once a month,
or less often than that?

DAILY.............................................1
AT LEAST 2 OR 3 TIMES A WEEK......................2
AT LEAST ONCE A WEEK..............................3
AT LEAST ONCE A MONTH.............................4
LESS THAN ONCE A MONTH...........................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

END OF MODULE 2

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
M3-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE 9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

<<SKIP to:(6787)>>

<<IF:(3859)( *NOT* 1 *AND* *NOT* 3 *AND* *NOT* 5)>>

<<SKIP to:(6816)>>

<<IF:(3859)(5)>>

<<SKIP to:(6800)>>

M3-1.

These questions ask about what you did to prepare for your retirement. First: Before you retired how much had you thought about retirement -- a lot, some, a little, or hardly at all?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2
A LITTLE..........................................3
HARDLY AT ALL.....................................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-2.

Before you retired did you make a plan and calculate what you would need at retirement?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6792)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6792)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6792)

M3-3.

Did you consult a financial planner?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M3-4. Did you use computer software to help you plan your retirement?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-5. Did you read magazines on retirement planning?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(597)(6)>>
<<SKIP to:(6793)>>

M3-6. How much did you discuss retirement with your [husband/wife/partner]: a lot, some, a little, or hardly at all?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2
A LITTLE..........................................3
HARDLY AT ALL.....................................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-7. How much did you discuss retirement with your friends or coworkers: a lot, some, a little, or hardly at all?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2
A LITTLE..........................................3
HARDLY AT ALL.....................................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-8. Did you ever attend meetings about retirement?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2 -Skip-(6797)
A LITTLE..........................................3 -Skip-(6797)
HARDLY AT ALL.....................................4 -Skip-(6797)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6797)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6797)
M3-8a. Were the meetings that you attended organized by your employer, (by your [husband/wife/partner]'s employer,) or what?

CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY

R'S EMPLOYER.....................................1, -Skip-(6797)
SPouse'S/PARTNER'S EMPLOYER......................2, -Skip-(6797)
OTHER (SPECIFY)..................................7,
DK...............................................8,
RF...............................................9,

M3-8b. Did you attend those retirement meetings on a voluntary basis or was attendance required by the employer?

VOLUNTARY ATTENDANCE..............................1
REQUIRED ATTENDANCE...............................2
[IF VOL.] SOME WERE VOLUNTARY, SOME WERE REQUIRED..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-9. What is the earliest age of retirement at which Social Security would have paid you full, unreduced benefits?

IWER: THIS IS SOMETIMES REFERRED TO AS THE SOCIAL SECURITY "NORMAL RETIREMENT AGE"

AGE:  ______________

<<IF:(3570)( *NOT* 5)>>
<<SKIP to:(6816)>>

M3-10. How much have you thought about retirement: a lot, some, a little, or hardly at all?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2
A LITTLE..........................................3
HARDLY AT ALL....................................4
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9
M3-11. Have you ever made a plan and calculated what you would need at retirement?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6805)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6805)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6805)

M3-12. Have you consulted a financial planner?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-13. Have you used computer software to help you plan your retirement?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-14. Have you read magazines on retirement planning?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(597)(6)>>
<<SKIP to:(6807)>>

M3-15. How much have you discussed retirement with your [husband/wife/partner]: a lot, some, a little, or hardly at all?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2
A LITTLE..........................................3
HARDLY AT ALL.....................................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M3-16. How much have you discussed retirement with your friends or coworkers: a lot, some, a little, or hardly at all?

A LOT.............................................1
SOME..............................................2
A LITTLE..........................................3
HARDLY AT ALL.................................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-17. Have you ever attended meetings about retirement?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6811)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6811)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6811)

M3-17a. Were the meetings that you have attended organized by your employer, (by your [husband/wife/partner]'s employer,) or what?

CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY

R'S EMPLOYER.....................................1, -Skip-(6811)
SPOUSE'S/PARTNER'S EMPLOYER......................2, -Skip-(6811)
OTHER (SPECIFY)..................................7,
DK...............................................8,
RF...............................................9,

M3-17b. Did you attend those retirement meetings on a voluntary basis or was attendance required by the employer?

VOLUNTARY ATTENDANCE..............................1
REQUIRED ATTENDANCE...............................2
[IF VOL.] SOME WERE VOLUNTARY, SOME WERE REQUIRED..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-18. What is the earliest age of retirement at which Social Security would pay you full, unreduced benefits?

__________________________
M3-19. Have you ever asked the Social Security Administration to calculate what your Social Security retirement benefit will be?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6814)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6814)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6814)

M3-19a. Did the Social Security Administration calculate what your Social Security retirement benefit will be?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-20. Please tell me whether you agree, disagree, or are neutral about how well each of the following statements apply to you.

M3-20. I can't predict the future but it's smart to plan ahead..........

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-21. Whatever happens is in God's hands..................

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-22. I can't be positive about what will happen, so I always plan for the worst......

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M3-23. Because the government always protects the elderly, it's foolish to waste my own money trying to protect myself................

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-24. (Please tell me whether you agree, disagree, or are neutral about how well each of the following statements apply to you.)

M3-24. I always consider the consequences before I take action............

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-25. Since I can't predict the future, I don't waste time thinking about it......

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M3-26. Because the government will protect me, I'm going to use my money to help my children or others.............

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

END OF MODULE 3

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
MODULE 4: ALTRUISM

M4-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE  9. REFUSED
   GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M4-INTRO.
Sometimes people give substantial financial help to relatives or friends. We would like to find out about situations where you (and your [husband/wife/partner]) might be willing to give substantial help to others. You should suppose that any help you give will not be repaid, and that the person you might help has been unlucky rather than lazy.

<<IF:( (765)(1) *AND* (2122)( *NOT* 1) *AND* (2132)( *NOT* 1)) *OR* ((765)( *NOT* 1) *AND* (207)( *NOT* 1) *AND* (208)( *NOT* 1)))>>
<<SKIP to:(6833)>>

M4-1x. [Are your/Is your] [father and mother/mother/father] still living?

BOTH PARENTS ALIVE...............................1
MOTHER LIVING (NOT FATHER)..........................2
FATHER LIVING (NOT MOTHER)...........................3
NEITHER PARENT LIVING.............................5 -Skip-(6833)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6833)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6833)

M4-1.
Suppose that your [parents/father/mother] had only half as much income per person to live on as you do. Would you be willing to give your [parents/father/mother] 5% of your own family income per month, to help out until things changed -- which might be several years?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6832)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6832)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6832)
M4-2.
Suppose that they had three-quarters as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your family income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M4-3.
Suppose that they had one-third as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your family income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<SKIP to:(6836)>>

M4-4x. [Are your/Is your] [husband/wife/partner]’s [father and mother/mother/father] still living?

BOTH [HUSBAND’/WIFE’/PARTNER’] PARENTS ALIVE...........1
[HUSBAND’/WIFE’/PARTNER’] MOTHER LIVING (NOT FATHER)...2
[HUSBAND’/WIFE’/PARTNER’] FATHER LIVING (NOT MOTHER)...3
NEITHER OF [HUSBAND’/WIFE’/PARTNER’] PARENTS LIVING...5 -Skip-(6837)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6837)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6837)

M4-4.
Suppose (instead) that your [husband/wife/partner]’s [parents/father/mother] had only half as much income per person to live on as you do. Would you be willing to give your [husband/wife/partner]’s [parents/father/mother] 5% of your own family income per month, to help out until things changed -- which might be several years?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6835)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6835)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6835)
M4-5. Suppose that they had three-quarters as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your family income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(6835)

M4-6. Suppose that they had one-third as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your family income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

<<IF:(1938)(0)>>
<<SKIP to:(6839)>>

(6836)

M4-7. IWER: DO NOT READ THE QUESTION, JUST ENTER CODE 6, IF YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT R HAS NO LIVING CHILDREN.

Suppose (instead) that [your child/one of your children] had only half as much income per person to live on as you do. Would you be willing to give your child 5% of your own family income per month, to help out until things changed -- which might be several years?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(6839)
R HAS NO LIVING CHILDREN..........................6 -Skip-(6839)
DK...............................................8 -Skip-(6839)
RF...............................................9 -Skip-(6839)

(6837)

M4-8. Suppose they had three-quarters as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9
M4-9. Suppose they had one-third as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M4-10. IWER: DO NOT READ THE QUESTION, JUST ENTER CODE 6, IF YOU ALREADY KNOW THAT R HAS NO LIVING SIBLINGS.

(Now) suppose that one of your brothers or sisters had only half as much income per person to live on as you do. Would you be willing to give your brother or sister 5% of your monthly income to help out until things changed -- which might be several years?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6842)
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6842)
R HAS NO LIVING SIBLINGS..........................6 -Skip-(6842)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6842)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6842)

M4-11. Suppose they had three-quarters as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(6839)( *NOT* 5)>>
<<SKIP to:(6842)>>

<<IF:(6839)( *NOT* 5)>>
<<SKIP to:(6842)>>

<<IF:(6836)( *NOT* 5)>>
<<SKIP to:(6839)>>
M4-12.
Suppose they had one-third as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO....................................................5
DK....................................................8
RF....................................................9

(6842)

M4-13.
Now suppose that one of your friends had only one-third as much income per person to live on as you do. Would you be willing to give your friend 5% of your monthly income to help out until things changed -- which might be several years?

YES...............................................1
NO....................................................5 -Skip-(6844)
DK....................................................8 -Skip-(6844)
RF....................................................9 -Skip-(6844)

(6843)

M4-14.
Suppose they had one-half as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO....................................................5
DK....................................................8
RF....................................................9

<<IF:(6842) ( *NOT* 5)>>
<<SKIP to:(6845)>>

(6844)

M4-15.
Suppose they had one-fifth as much income per person as you, would you be willing to give 5% of your income to help out?

YES...............................................1
NO....................................................5
DK....................................................8
RF....................................................9

(6846)

M4-16.
Finally, suppose you became aware of a well-run charity that gave financial help to people who typically had about one-fifth of the income that you (and your [husband/wife/partner]) have. Would you be willing to give 5% of your income per month to that charity if you knew the money would go directly to benefit these people?

YES...............................................1
NO....................................................5 -Skip-(6847)
DK....................................................8 -Skip-(6847)
RF....................................................9 -Skip-(6847)
M4-17. Suppose the charity gave financial help to people who typically had about one-third of the income that you (and your [husband/wife/partner]) have. Would you be willing to give 5% of your income per month to that charity if you knew the money would go directly to benefit these people?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(6845) ( *NOT* 5)>>
<<SKIP to:(6955)>>

M4-18. Suppose the charity gave financial help to people who typically had about one-tenth of the income that you (and your [husband/wife/partner]) have. Would you be willing to give 5% of your income per month to that charity if you knew the money would go directly to benefit these people?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

END OF MODULE 4

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
MODULE 5: BENEVOLENCE AND OBLIGATION

(6848)

M5-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE
9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M5-1.

Please tell me if agree, disagree, or are neutral about how well each statement applies to you. Here's the first statement:

M5-1a. I want to be remembered as the one who was always there when someone in the family needed help..............

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M5-1b. I'm hurt if I do something for others and it isn't recognized......

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M5-1c. I only help relatives and friends who've helped me in the past...........

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M5-1d. I only help relatives and friends whom I want to have help me in the future.

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M5-1e. (Please tell me if agree, disagree, or are neutral about how well each statement applies to you:)

M5-1e. I help others so I can live with myself.............

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M5-1f. In my family, I'm the one who's best able financially to help others..........

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M5-1g. In my family, I'm the one who's best able to help others because of my temperament.....

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M5-1h. I feel resentful when I have to do something for others..........

AGREE.............................................1
NEUTRAL...........................................2
DISAGREE..........................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<SKIP to:(6861)>>
M5-2. These next statements are about your parents. If your parents are deceased, please think back to when they were alive. Please tell me if agree, disagree or are neutral about how well each statement applies to you. Here's the first statement:

M5-2a. I [do/did] for my parents what they did for me.............

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGREE</th>
<th>NEUTRAL</th>
<th>DISAGREE</th>
<th>DK</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M5-2b. I [do/did] for my parents what they did for their parents....... 

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGREE</th>
<th>NEUTRAL</th>
<th>DISAGREE</th>
<th>DK</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M5-2c BRANCHPOINT: IF R HAS NO CHILDREN, GO TO M5-2d

M5-2c. I do for my children what my parents did for me.............

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGREE</th>
<th>NEUTRAL</th>
<th>DISAGREE</th>
<th>DK</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

M5-2d. (Please tell me if agree, disagree or are neutral about how well each statement applies to you.)

M5-2d. I [won’t/didn’t] do for my parents what I saw my parents do for their parents....

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AGREE</th>
<th>NEUTRAL</th>
<th>DISAGREE</th>
<th>DK</th>
<th>RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
M5-2e. [I'll be/I was] responsible for my parents but I [don't/didn't]) want to do it myself...

   AGREE.............................................1
   NEUTRAL...........................................2
   DISAGREE..........................................3
   DK................................................8
   RF................................................9

<<SKIP to:(6879)>>

<<IF:(765)(1) *AND* (267)(0) *AND* (207)( *NOT* 1) *AND* (208)( *NOT* 1) *AND* (249)(0)>>
<<SKIP to:(6879)>>

M5-3. IF R IS MARRIED OR PARTNERED:
These next statements are about your immediate family, excluding your [husband/wife/partner] (but including your [children and grandchildren/children/grandchildren and those of your [husband/wife/partner]).

IF R IS NOT MARRIED OR PARTNERED:
These next statements are about your immediate family, including your [children and grandchildren/children/grandchildren and those of your [husband/wife/partner]).

M5-3a. Helping my immediate family is something I do because I have to......

   AGREE.............................................1
   NEUTRAL...........................................2
   DISAGREE..........................................3
   NO IMMED. FAM. ...................................7 → GO TO M5-3e
   DK................................................8
   RF................................................9

M5-3b. I couldn't live with myself if I didn't help someone in my immediate family who needed assistance...........

   AGREE.............................................1
   NEUTRAL...........................................2
   DISAGREE..........................................3
   DK................................................8
   RF................................................9
M5-3c. I feel resentful when I have to help someone in my immediate family...  

AGREE.............................................1  
NEUTRAL...........................................2  
DISAGREE..........................................3  
DK................................................8  
RF................................................9

M5-3d. Helping someone in my immediate family makes me feel good about myself.  

AGREE.............................................1  
NEUTRAL...........................................2  
DISAGREE..........................................3  
DK................................................8  
RF................................................9

M5-3e. I do what needs to be done for my immediate family no matter what it costs me personally...........  

AGREE.............................................1  
NEUTRAL...........................................2  
DISAGREE..........................................3  
DK................................................8  
RF................................................9

M5-3f. My immediate family sometimes pressures me to do more than I want to do for them..  

AGREE.............................................1  
NEUTRAL...........................................2  
DISAGREE..........................................3  
DK................................................8  
RF................................................9

M5-3g. I sometimes have to ask over and over again to get my immediate family to help me.  

AGREE.............................................1  
NEUTRAL...........................................2  
DISAGREE..........................................3  
DK................................................8  
RF................................................9
M5-4a. Please tell me if you agree, disagree, or are neutral about how well each of the following statements applies to you. First: Some people think I'm selfish and egotistical.

(6879) AGREE ............................................. 1
       NEUTRAL ........................................... 2
       DISAGREE .......................................... 3
       DK ................................................ 8
       RF ................................................ 9

M5-4b. Some people think of me as cold and calculating.

(6881) AGREE ............................................. 1
       NEUTRAL ........................................... 2
       DISAGREE .......................................... 3
       DK ................................................ 8
       RF ................................................ 9

M5-4c. I generally try to be thoughtful and considerate.

(6882) AGREE ............................................. 1
       NEUTRAL ........................................... 2
       DISAGREE .......................................... 3
       DK ................................................ 8
       RF ................................................ 9

M5-4d. I'm not known for my generosity.

(6883) AGREE ............................................. 1
       NEUTRAL ........................................... 2
       DISAGREE .......................................... 3
       DK ................................................ 8
       RF ................................................ 9

M5-4e. I think of myself as a charitable person.

(6885) AGREE ............................................. 1
       NEUTRAL ........................................... 2
       DISAGREE .......................................... 3
       DK ................................................ 8
       RF ................................................ 9

M5-4f. I go out of my way to help others if I can.

(6886) AGREE ............................................. 1
       NEUTRAL ........................................... 2
       DISAGREE .......................................... 3
       DK ................................................ 8
       RF ................................................ 9
END OF MODULE 5

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
MODULE 7: HEALTH UTILITIES INDEX*/HEALTH-TIME TRADEOFF

*The Health Utilities Index is a copyright of HUInc. Not to be Copied or Used Without Written Permission from HUInc.

(6888)

M7-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE  9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

(6889)

M7-0a. The next question ask about various aspects of your health. When answering these questions we would like you to think about your usual health and your ability to do things on a day-to-day basis.

(6890)

M7-1. Are you usually able to see well enough to read ordinary newsprint without glasses or contacts?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6893)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6891)

M7-2. Are you usually able to see well enough to read ordinary newsprint with glasses or contacts?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6893)
NO................................................5
DON'T WEAR GLASSES OR CONTACT LENSES..............6
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6892)

M7-3. Can you see at all?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6895)
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M7-4.
Are you usually able to see well enough to recognize a friend on the other side of the street without glasses or contact lenses?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6895)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-5.
Are you usually able to see well enough to recognize a friend on the other side of the street with glasses or contact lenses?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DON'T WEAR GLASSES OR CONTACT LENSES.............6
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-6.
Are you usually able to hear what is said in a group conversation with at least three other people without a hearing aid?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6900)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-7.
Are you usually able to hear what is said in a group conversation with at least three other people with a hearing aid?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6898)
NO................................................5
DON'T WEAR A HEARING AID..........................6
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-8. IWER: IS R ABLE TO HEAR AT ALL?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6900)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-9.
Are you usually able to hear what is said in a conversation with one other person in a quiet room without a hearing aid?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6900)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6899)

M7-10.

Are you usually able to hear what is said in a conversation with one other person in a quiet room with a hearing aid?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DON'T WEAR A HEARING AID.......................6
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6900)

M7-11.

Are you usually able to be understood completely when speaking your own language with people who do not know you?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6905)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6901)

M7-12.

Are you usually able to be understood partially when speaking with people who do not know you?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6902)

M7-13.

Are you usually able to be understood completely when speaking with people who know you well?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6905)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6903)
M7-14. Are you usually able to be understood partially when speaking with people who know you well.

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6905)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-15. IWER: IS R ABLE TO SPEAK AT ALL?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-16. Are you usually able to, bend, lift, jump and run without difficulty and without help or equipment of any kind?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6913)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M7-17. Are you usually able to walk around the neighborhood without difficulty and without help or equipment of any kind?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6913)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6913)

M7-18. Are you usually able to walk around the neighborhood with difficulty but without help or equipment of any kind?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6913)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6913)

M7-19. Can you walk at all?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6911)
DK................................................8
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6911)
M7-20. Do you usually need mechanical support, such as braces or a cane or crutches, to be able to walk around the neighborhood?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6909)

M7-21. Do you usually need the help of another person to walk?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6910)

M7-22. Do you usually need a wheelchair to get around the neighborhood?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6911)

M7-23. Do you usually have the full use of both hands and ten fingers?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6916)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6913)

M7-24. Do you need the help of another person because of limitations in the use of your hands or fingers?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6915)
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6914)
M7-25. Do you need the help of another person with some tasks, most tasks, almost all tasks, or all tasks?

SOME TASKS........................................1
MOST TASKS........................................2
ALMOST ALL TASKS.................................3
ALL TASKS...........................................4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6915)

M7-26. Do you need special equipment, for example special tools to help with dressing or eating, because of limitations in the use of your hands or fingers?

YES...............................................1
NO...................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6916)

M7-27. Do you usually feel happy or unhappy?

HAPPY.............................................1
UNHAPPY...........................................2
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(6919)(DK *OR* RF)>>
<<SKIP to:(6922)>>

(6920)

M7-28. IF R SAID WAS HAPPY (M7-27=1):

Would you describe yourself as usually happy and interested in life or somewhat happy?

OTHERWISE:

Would you describe yourself as usually somewhat unhappy, very unhappy, or so unhappy that life is not worthwhile?

HAPPY/INTERESTED..................................1
SOMewhat HAPPY....................................2
SOMewhat UNHAPPY.................................3
VERY UNHAPPY.....................................4
SO UNHAPPY LIFE NOT WORTHWHILE..............5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6925)
M7-30. How would you describe your usual ability to remember things: are you able to remember most things; are you somewhat forgetful; are you very forgetful; or are you unable to remember anything at all?

ABLE TO REMEMBER MOST THINGS......................1
SOMewhat FORGETFUL.................................2
VERY FORGETFUL......................................3
UNABLE TO REMEMBER ANYTHING AT ALL............4
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6926)

M7-31. How would you describe your ability to think and solve day to day problems: are you able to think clearly and solve problems; do you have a little difficulty; do you have some difficulty; do you have a great deal of difficulty; or are you unable to think or solve problems?

ABLE TO THINK CLEARLY AND SOLVE PROBLEMS............1
HAVE A LITTLE DIFFICULTY..........................2
HAVE SOME DIFFICULTY..............................3
HAVE A GREAT DEAL OF DIFFICULTY...................4
UNABLE TO THINK OR SOLVE PROBLEMS..................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(6927)

M7-32. Do you have any trouble with pain or discomfort?

YES........................................1
NO........................................5 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
DK..............................................8
RF..............................................9 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

(6930)

M7-33. How many of your activities are limited by pain or discomfort: none, a few, some, most, or all?

NONE..............................................1
A FEW..............................................2
SOME..............................................3
MOST..............................................4
ALL..............................................5
DK..............................................8
RF..............................................9

END OF MODULE 7

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
MODULE 8: TOLERANCE FOR RISKS

M8-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE  9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M8-1.  
IWER: READ SLOWLY

Suppose that you are the only income earner in the family. Your doctor recommends that you move because of allergies, and you have to choose between two possible jobs.

The first would guarantee your current total family income for life. The second is possibly better paying, but the income is also less certain. There is a 50-50 chance the second job would increase your total lifetime income by 20 percent and a 50-50 chance that it would cut it by 10 percent. Which job would you take -- the first job or the second job?

FIRST JOB.........................................1 -Skip-(6946)
SECOND JOB........................................2
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(6944)(DK *OR* RF)>>
<<SKIP to:(6947)>>

M8-2.  
Suppose the chances were 50-50 that the second job would increase your total lifetime income by 20 percent, and 50-50 that it would cut it by 15 percent. Would you take the first job or the second job?

FIRST JOB.........................................1 -Skip-(6947)
SECOND JOB........................................2 -Skip-(6947)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6947)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6947)
M8-3.
Suppose the chances were 50-50 that the second job
would increase your lifetime income by 20 percent and
50-50 that it would cut it by five percent. Would you
take the first job or the second job?

FIRST JOB.................................1
SECOND JOB........................................2
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

END OF MODULE 8

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
M9-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE 9
   9. REFUSED
   GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M9-1.

Here are some activities that people may have difficulty with. First, how difficult is it for you to use a microwave oven after reading the instructions: is it not at all difficult, a little difficult, somewhat difficult, or very difficult for you?

NOT AT ALL DIFFICULT..............................1
A LITTLE DIFFICULT.............................2
SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT............................3
VERY DIFFICULT..................................4
(IF VOL.) CAN'T DO IT AT ALL...............5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M9-2.

How difficult is it for you to use a calculator to help balance your checkbook? (Is it not at all difficult, a little difficult, somewhat difficult, or very difficult for you?)

NOT AT ALL DIFFICULT...............1
A LITTLE DIFFICULT.........................2
SOMEWHAT DIFFICULT.......................3
VERY DIFFICULT..............................4
(IF VOL.) CAN'T DO IT AT ALL............5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M9-3.
(How difficult is it for you to) use a computer or wordprocessor? (Is it not at all difficult, a little difficult, somewhat difficult, or very difficult for you?)

NOT AT ALL DIFFICULT..............................1
A LITTLE DIFFICULT.................................2
SOMewhat DIFFICiLt..................................3
VERY DIFFICiLt......................................4
(IF VOL.) CAN'T DO IT AT ALL....................5
DK....................................................8
RF....................................................9

M9-4.
Do you ever drink any alcoholic beverages such as beer, wine, or liquor?

YES....................................................1
NO...................................................5 -Skip-(6955)
DK....................................................8 -Skip-(6955)
RF....................................................9 -Skip-(6955)

M9-4a.
In general, do you have less than one drink a day, one or two drinks a day, three or four drinks a day, or five or more drinks a day?

LESS THAN 1 A DAY.................................1
1-2 A DAY.........................................2
3-4 A DAY.........................................3
5 OR MORE A DAY.................................4
DK....................................................8
RF....................................................9
Q6954 6890 M9-5. TRADE YEARS FOR HEALTH
/M9-5.
/ In order for us to better understand how you feel
/about your present state of health, we’d like you
/to think about the following made-up situation.
/
/ Imagine that you will live for exactly ten more
/year in your current state of health. Now imagine
/that you can choose to live those ten years in your
/current state of health, OR you can choose to give
/up some years of life, and live for a shorter
/period in full health.
/
/ Would you be prepared to give up any part of those
/ten years to live in full health?

YES.................................1
NO.................................5 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
DK.................................8 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
RF.................................9 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

Q6955UB M9-6. NUMBER OF YEARS
/M9-6.
/ What is the greatest number of years or months that
/you would be prepared to give up to live in full health?
/
/ PROBE A RANGE
/
/ M9-6: YEARS: ____________
/
/ M9-6a: MONTHS: ____________

M9-7b BRANCHPOINT: IF R SAID NUMBER OF YEARS (M9-6 (NOT DK and NOT RF)),
GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

Q6958 6890 M9-7a. GIVE MORE THAN ONE YEAR
/M9-7a.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than one year?

YES.................................1
NO.................................5 → GO TO M9-7d
DK.................................8 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
RF.................................9 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
Q6959  6890  M9-7b. GIVE MORE THAN THREE YEARS
/M9-7b.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than three years?

YES.........................................................1
NO..........................................................5 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
DK............................................................8 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
RF..........................................................9 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

Q6960  6890  M9-7c. GIVE MORE THAN FIVE YEARS
/M9-7c.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than five years?

YES.........................................................1 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
NO..........................................................5 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
DK............................................................8 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
RF..........................................................9 → GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

Q6961  6890  M9-7d. GIVE MORE THAN SIX MONTHS
/M9-7d.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than six months?

YES.............................................................1
NO.............................................................5
DK............................................................8
RF.............................................................9

END OF MODULE 9

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
M10-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE  

9. REFUSED  

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

(6963)

M10-0.

INTERVIEWER:  MARK BELOW THE TYPE OF INTERVIEW THAT EITHER HAS ALREADY BEEN DONE WITH THE SPOUSE OR PARTNER OF THIS RESPONDENT; OR, IF THE SPOUSE OR PARTNER HAS NOT YET BEEN INTERVIEWED THIS WAVE, YOUR BEST GUESS ABOUT WHETHER THAT PERSON WILL NEED A PROXY RESPONDENT.

SPOUSE HAS ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED, SELF........1
SPOUSE HAS ALREADY BEEN INTERVIEWED, PROXY........2 → GO TO M-SKIP (AFTER MODULE 12)
SPOUSE WILL PROBABLY NOT NEED A PROXY.............3
SPOUSE WILL PROBABLY NEED A PROXY...............4 → GO TO M-SKIP (AFTER MODULE 12)
DK................................................8

M10-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE  

9. REFUSED  

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

(6966)
M10-1. I am going to ask you some of the same questions that I asked before, but this time instead of asking them about you, I am going to ask them about your [husband/wife/partner].

[IWER: READ THE FOLLOWING ONLY IF NECESSARY]

We want to know how much agreement there is between people when they answer such questions, so please do not ask your [husband/wife/partner] to help you answer these questions.

M10-2. Would you say [his/her] health is excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor?

EXCELLENT.........................................1
VERY GOOD.........................................2
GOOD..............................................3
FAIR..............................................4
POOR..............................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-3. Has a doctor ever told [him/her] that [he/she] has high blood pressure or hypertension?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6973)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6973)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6973)

M10-3a. In order to lower [his/her] blood pressure, is [he/she] now taking any medication?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-3b. In order to lower [his/her] blood pressure, has [he/she] lost weight or followed a special diet in the last 2 years?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M10-3c. Is [his/her] blood pressure generally under control?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-3d. Compared to two years ago, is [his/her] high blood pressure better, worse, or is it about the same as it was then?

BETTER............................................1
ABOUT THE SAME.................................2
WORSE.............................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-4. Has a doctor ever told [him/her] that [he/she] has cancer or a malignant tumor, excluding minor skin cancers?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(6975)
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6987)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6987)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6987)

M10-4a. In the last two years has [he/she] seen a doctor about [his/her] cancer?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-4b. We want to know about any cancer treatment that may have taken place during the past two years. During the last two years, has [he/she] received any treatment for cancer?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(6977)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(6977)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(6977)

<<IF:(6974)(ANSWERED *AND* *NOT* 1) *AND* (6975)(5 *OR* DK *OR* RF)>>
<<SKIP to:(6987)>>

(6976)
M10-4c.
During the last two years, what sort of treatments has [he/she] received for cancer?

[IWER: CHOOSE ALL THAT APPLY]

CHEMOTHERAPY OR MEDICATION............................1,
SURGERY OR BIOPSY........................................2,
RADIATION/ X-RAY............................................3,
MEDICATIONS/TREATMENT FOR SYMPTOMS (PAIN,
   NAUSEA, RASHES).........................................4,
NONE.........................................................5,
OTHER, SPECIFY..............................................7,
DK..............................................................8,
RF.............................................................9,

(6977)

M10-4d.
In the last two years, has the cancer gotten worse, better or stayed about the same?

BETTER..............................................1
STAYED THE SAME.................................2
WORSE..............................................3
DK......................................................8
RF......................................................9

(6979)

M10-5.
Has [he/she] ever had or has a doctor ever told [him/her] that [he/she] has any emotional, nervous, or psychiatric problems?

YES......................................................1
NO......................................................5
DK......................................................8
RF......................................................9

(7007)

M10-5a.
In the last two years, have these problems gotten better, worse, or stayed about the same?

BETTER......................................................1
STAYED THE SAME.................................2
WORSE......................................................3
DK......................................................8
RF......................................................9

(7009)
M10-5b. Does [he/she] now get psychiatric or psychological treatment for [his/her] problems?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7010)

M10-5c. Does [he/she] now take tranquilizers, antidepressants, or pills for nerves?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7011)

M10-6. Has a doctor ever said that [he/she] has a memory-related disease?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7012)

M10-7. Is [his/her] eyesight excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? (using glasses or corrective lens as usual)

EXCELLENT.........................................1
VERY GOOD.........................................2
GOOD..............................................3
FAIR..............................................4
POOR..............................................5
[VOL] LEGALLY BLIND...............................6
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7029)

M10-8. Is [his/her] hearing excellent, very good, good, fair, or poor? (using a hearing aid as usual)

EXCELLENT.........................................1
VERY GOOD.........................................2
GOOD..............................................3
FAIR..............................................4
POOR..............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7031)
M10-9. How would you rate [his/her] memory at the present time? Would you say it is excellent, very good, good, fair or poor?

EXCELLENT.........................................1
VERY GOOD.........................................2
GOOD..............................................3
FAIR..............................................4
POOR..............................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-9. How many times has [he/she] seen or talked to a medical doctor about [his/her] health, including emergency room or clinic visits in the last two years?

[IWER: USE ZERO FOR NONE]

__________________

M10-11. About how many days did [he/she] stay in bed more than half the day because of illness or injury during the last month?

[IWER: USE ZERO FOR NONE]

__________________

M10-12. Please tell me whether [he/she] has any difficulty doing each of the everyday activities that I read to you. Exclude any difficulties that [he/she] expects to last less than three months.

M10-13. Because of a health problem does [he/she] have any difficulty with walking several blocks?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(7040)
NO................................................5
CAN'T DO..........................................6 -Skip-(7040)
DON'T DO.........................................7 -Skip-(7040)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(7040)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(7040)
M10-14.  
(Because of a health problem) (does [he/she] have any difficulty) with stooping, kneeling, or crouching?

YES...............................................1
NO..................................................5
CAN'T DO.......................................6
DON'T DO.......................................7
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7050)

M10-15.  
(Because of a health or memory problem, does [he/she] have) any difficulty preparing a hot meal?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(7054)
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(7056)
CAN'T DO.......................................6
DON'T DO.......................................7
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7053)

M10-15b.  
Is that because of a health or memory problem?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(7056)
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7054)

M10-15c.  
Does anyone help [him/her] prepare hot meals?

YES...............................................1
NO...............................................5
DK...............................................8
RF...............................................9

(7071)

M10-16.  
Because of a health or memory problem, does [he/she] have any difficulty with managing [his/her] money -- such as paying [his/her] bills and keeping track of expenses?

YES...............................................1 -Skip-(7073)
NO...............................................5 -Skip-(7074)
CAN'T DO.......................................6
DON'T DO.......................................7
DK...............................................8
NA...............................................9

(7072)
M10-16a.
Is that because of a health or memory problem?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(7074)
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M10-16b.
Does anyone ever help [him/her] manage [his/her] money?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

END OF MODULE 10

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
M11-0. Although we have finished the interview, we would like to ask you a few additional experimental questions. They are very similar to questions we have already asked you, but researchers are interested in how people respond when the questions are changed just a little.

1. DO MODULE 9. REFUSED

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION

M11-4a.

Now I have some questions about family and friends.

<<IF:(597)( *NOT* 1 *AND*  *NOT* 3)>>
<<SKIP to:(7085)>>

M11-5.

First about your [husband/wife/partner]...

How much does your [husband/wife/partner] make you feel loved and cared for? Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M11-6.

How much do you feel [he/she] makes too many demands on you? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M11-7.

How much is [he/she] willing to listen when you need to talk about your worries or problems? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE...........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M11-8.

How much is [he/she] critical of you or what you do? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE...........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M11-8a.

(Please remind me, do you have any children aged 16 or older?)

[IWER: IF YOU ALREADY KNOW THE ANSWER, MARK THAT ANSWER WITHOUT READING THE QUESTION.]

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(7090)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(7090)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(7090)

M11-9.

In the next few questions, we want you to think about your children who are 16 years old or older.

How much do they make you feel loved and cared for? Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE...........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9
M11-10. How much do you feel they make too many demands on you? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M11-11. How much are they willing to listen when you need to talk about your worries or problems? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

M11-12. How much are they critical of you or what you do? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<SKIP to:(7095)>>
M11-12a.
(Please remind me, are your mother and father still living?)

[IWER: IF YOU ALREADY KNOW THE ANSWER, MARK THAT ANSWER WITHOUT READING THE QUESTION.]

MOTHER ONLY LIVING..........................1  
FATHER ONLY LIVING..........................2  
BOTH PARENTS LIVING..........................3  
NEITHER PARENT LIVING.........................4

M11-13.
In the next few questions, we want you to think about your [mother/father/parents].

How much [does your mother/does your father/do your parents] make you feel loved and cared for? Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?

A GREAT DEAL.................................1  
QUIT A BIT.......................................2  
SOME..............................................3  
A LITTLE........................................4  
NOT AT ALL.......................................5  
DK................................................8  
RF...............................................9

M11-14.
How much do you feel [she makes/he makes/they make] too many demands on you? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL.................................1  
QUIT A BIT.......................................2  
SOME..............................................3  
A LITTLE........................................4  
NOT AT ALL.......................................5  
DK................................................8  
RF...............................................9

M11-15.
How much [is she/is he/are they] willing to listen when you need to talk about your worries or problems? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL.................................1  
QUIT A BIT.......................................2  
SOME..............................................3  
A LITTLE........................................4  
NOT AT ALL.......................................5  
DK................................................8  
RF...............................................9
M11-16.

How much [is she/is he/are they] critical of you or what you do?
(Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL.......................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(597)( *NOT* 1 *AND* *NOT* 3)>>
<<SKIP to:(7100)>>

<<SKIP to:(7100)>>

M11-16a.

(Please remind me, are [husband/wife/partner]'s mother and father still living?)

[IWER: IF YOU ALREADY KNOW THE ANSWER, MARK THAT ANSWER WITHOUT READING THE QUESTION.]

MOTHER ONLY LIVING.........................1
FATHER ONLY LIVING............................2
BOTH PARENTS LIVING.........................3
NEITHER PARENT LIVING.......................4 -Skip-(7100)

(7095)

M11-17.

In the next few questions, we want you to think about your [husband/wife/partner]'s [mother/father/parents].

How much [does/does/do] your [husband/wife/partner]'s [mother/father/parents] make you feel loved and cared for? Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL.......................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(7097)
M11-18. How much do you feel [she makes/he makes/they make] too many demands on you? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(7098)

M11-19. How much [is she/is he/are they] willing to listen when you need to talk about your worries or problems? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(7099)

M11-20. How much [is she/is he/are they] critical of you or what you do? (Would you say a great deal, quite a bit, some, a little, or not at all?)

A GREAT DEAL......................................1
QUITE A BIT.......................................2
SOME..............................................3
A LITTLE..........................................4
NOT AT ALL........................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(7100)

M11-21. The next few questions are about friends.

In a typical week, about how many times do you talk with friends either in person or over the phone? Would you say at least once a day, several times a week, several times a month, or hardly ever?

AT LEAST ONCE A DAY...............................1
SEVERAL TIMES A WEEK..............................2
SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH.............................3
HARDLY EVER......................................4

(7101)
M11-22.
About how many of your friends do you feel close to?

NONE..............................................1 -Skip-(7103)
ONE...............................................2
OTHER (SPECIFY)..................................3
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

(7103)

M11-24.
Is there anyone in your life with whom you can really share your very private feelings and concerns?

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 -Skip-(7114)
DK................................................8 -Skip-(7114)
RF................................................9 -Skip-(7114)

(7104)

M11-25.
How many such persons are there?

ONE...............................................1
TWO...............................................2
THREE.............................................3
OTHER (NUMBER)....................................4

(7105)

M11-26.
Is the person with whom you have the closest relationship male or female?

MALE..............................................1
FEMALE............................................2
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

<<IF:(7105)(DK *OR* RF)>>
<<SKIP to:(7114)>>

(7106)
M11-27.
What is the person's relationship to you? (7107)

- SPOUSE/PARTNER...................................01 -Skip-(7108)
- MOTHER...........................................02 -Skip-(7108)
- FATHER...........................................03 -Skip-(7108)
- MOTHER OF SPOUSE/PARTNER.........................04 -Skip-(7108)
- FATHER OF SPOUSE/PARTNER.........................05 -Skip-(7108)
- CHILD............................................06
- STEP/PARTNER CHILD...............................07
- CHILD-IN-LAW.....................................08
- SIBLING...........................................09 -Skip-(7108)
- SIB OF SPOUSE/PARTNER............................10 -Skip-(7108)
- OTHER............................................11 -Skip-(7108)
- DK...............................................98 -Skip-(7108)
- RF...............................................99 -Skip-(7108)

M11-27a.
Could you tell me their name?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NONRESIDENT CHILD &amp; SPOUSE/PARTNER NAME(S)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[DISPLAYED BY SURVEYCRAFT FROM PREVIOUS RESPONSES]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>01. THROUGH 20. CHILD &amp; SPOUSE/PARTNER NAME(S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[ROWS PROVIDED BY SURVEYCRAFT AS NECESSARY]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97. OTHER (SPECIFY)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: The LIST DISPLAYS NAMES OF CHILDREN AND THEIR SPOUSEs/PARTNERS, IF ANY, AT LEAST ONE OF WHOM IN THE PAIR IS LIVING AND NONRESIDENT. DECEASED INDIVIDUALS ARE MARKED WITH AN ASTERISK (*); THOSE AWAY IN AN INSTITUTION ARE MARKED WITH A PLUS SIGN (+); AND THOSE WITH WHOM THERE HAS BEEN NO CONTACT ARE MARKED WITH A QUESTION MARK (?). THESE CONVENTIONS APPLY TO ALL SUBSEQUENT LISTS.

<<IF:(7104)(1)>>
<<SKIP to:(7114)>>

M11-28.
Is the person with whom you have the next closest relationship male or female?

- MALE..............................................1
- FEMALE............................................2
- DK................................................8
- RF................................................9

<<IF:(7108)(DK *OR* RF)>>
<<SKIP to:(7114)>>
M11-29.

What is the person's relationship to you?

- SPOUSE/PARTNER.................................01 -Skip-(7111)
- MOTHER...........................................02 -Skip-(7111)
- FATHER...........................................03 -Skip-(7111)
- MOTHER OF SPOUSE/PARTNER.........................04 -Skip-(7111)
- FATHER OF SPOUSE/PARTNER.........................05 -Skip-(7111)
- CHILD............................................06
- STEP/PARTNER CHILD...............................07
- CHILD-IN-LAW......................................08
- SIBLING...........................................09 -Skip-(7111)
- SIB OF SPOUSE/PARTNER............................10 -Skip-(7111)
- OTHER............................................11 -Skip-(7111)
- DK...............................................98 -Skip-(7111)
- RF...............................................99 -Skip-(7111)

M11-29a.

Could you tell me their name?

(7110)

NONRESIDENT CHILD & SPOUSE/PARTNER NAME(S)
[DISPLAYED BY SURVEYCRAFT FROM PREVIOUS RESPONSES]
01. THROUGH 20. CHILD & SPOUSE/PARTNER NAME(S)
[ROWS PROVIDED BY SURVEYCRAFT AS NECESSARY]
97. OTHER (SPECIFY)
DK
RF

NOTE: The list displays names of children and their spouses/partners, if any, at least one of whom in the pair is living and nonresident. Deceased individuals are marked with an asterisk (*); those away in an institution are marked with a plus sign (+); and those with whom there has been no contact are marked with a question mark (?). These conventions apply to all subsequent lists.

END OF MODULE 11

GO TO END OF MODULES SECTION
MODULE 12:

TIME-TRADEOFF AND WTP FOR PERFECT HEALTH VS. CURRENT HEALTH

Q7121UP  M12-0. INTRO TO MODULE 12
/M12-0.
/ Government and universities spend a lot of money on medical research. To help them decide which health problems are most important, they need to know how people with different health conditions feel about their health problems. I'll ask you two questions that medical decision-makers often use to decide how people feel about their health, and then we'll talk more generally about your own concerns. We're interested in your best judgment about your own situation.

DO MODULE  REFUSED

Q7122      6952           M12-1. TRADE YEARS FOR HEALTH
/M12-1.
/ We'd like you to think about the following made-up situation. Imagine that you will live for exactly ten more years in your current state of health.
/ Now imagine that you can choose to live those ten years in your current state of health, OR you can choose to give up some years of life, and live for a shorter period in perfect health.
/ Would you be prepared to give up any part of those ten years to live in perfect health?

YES.................................................................1
NO...............................................................5  -Skip-(7132)
DK...............................................................8  -Skip-(7132)
RF...............................................................9  -Skip-(7132)
Q7123UB               M12-2. NUMBER OF YEARS
/M12-2.
/ What is the greatest number of years or months that
/ you would be prepared to give up to live in perfect health?
/ [IWER: PROBE A RANGE, BUT DO NOT PROBE DK/RF]
/ YEARS: ___________
/ MONTHS: ___________

M12-3a BRANCHPOINT: IF R SAID NUMBER OF YEARS (M12-2 (NOT DK and NOT RF)),
GO TO M12-4

J7126 7132              7123(NK1+NK2)
Q7126 6952               M12-3a. GIVE MORE THAN TWO YEARS
/M12-3a.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than two years?
/ YES...............................................1
/ NO................................................5 → GO TO M12-3d
/ DK................................................8 → GO TO M12-4
/ RF................................................9 → GO TO M12-4

Q7127 6952               M12-3b. GIVE MORE THAN THREE YEARS
/M12-3b.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than three years?
/ YES...............................................1
/ NO................................................5 → GO TO M12-4
/ DK................................................8 → GO TO M12-4
/ RF................................................9 → GO TO M12-4

Q7128 6952               M12-3c. GIVE MORE THAN FIVE YEARS
/M12-3c.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than five years?
/ YES...............................................1 → GO TO M12-4
/ NO................................................5
/ DK................................................8
/ RF................................................9
Q7129  6952  M12-3d. GIVE MORE THAN ONE YEAR
/ M12-3d.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than one year?
/ YES...............................................1
/ NO...............................................5
/ DK...............................................8
/ RF...............................................9

Q7130  6952  M12-3e. GIVE MORE THAN SIX MONTHS
/ M12-3e.
/ Would you be prepared to give up more than six months?
/ YES...............................................1
/ NO...............................................5
/ DK...............................................8
/ RF...............................................9

Q7132  6952  M12-4. TRADE DOLLARS FOR HEALTH
/ M12-4.
/ Again, imagine that you will live for exactly ten more years in your current state of health. Assuming that your current medical expenses and insurance premiums stay the same as they are now, would you be willing to pay any more every month for additional medical treatment if it allowed you to live those ten years in perfect health?
/ [I'WER: IF R ASKS ABOUT SIDE EFFECTS, SAY TO ASSUME THAT THERE ARE NONE. IF R ASKS ABOUT RETURNING TO WORK OR GETTING A HIGHER PAYING JOB, SAY THAT WOULD BE HIS/HER DECISION TO MAKE.]
/ YES...............................................1
/ NO...............................................5
/ DK...............................................8
/ RF...............................................9

Q7133UB  M12-5. NUMBER OF DOLLARS PER MONTH
/ M12-5.
/ What is the greatest amount you would be willing to pay each month to live in perfect health?
/ [IWER: PROBE A RANGE, BUT DO NOT PROBE DK/RF]
/ AMOUNT: ________________________

M12-6a BRANCHPOINT: IF R GAVE AMOUNT (M12-5 (NOT DK and NOT RF)), GO TO M12-6 (AFTER M12-6f)
Q7134   6952   M12-6a. PAY $1000 PER MONTH
/M12-6a.
/ Would you be willing to pay $1000 per month? (to live ten
/ years in perfect health?)

    YES.............................................................................1 → GO TO M12-6e
    NO...........................................................................5
    DK..........................................................................8 → GO TO M12-6
    RF.........................................................................9 → GO TO M12-6

Q7135   6952   M12-6b. PAY $200 PER MONTH
/M12-6b.
/ Would you be willing to pay $200 per month? (to live ten
/ years in perfect health?)

    YES.............................................................................1 → GO TO M12-6d
    NO...........................................................................5
    DK..........................................................................8 → GO TO M12-6
    RF.........................................................................9 → GO TO M12-6

Q7136   6952   M12-6c. PAY $50 PER MONTH
/M12-6c.
/ Would you be willing to pay $50 per month? (to live ten
/ years in perfect health?)

    YES.............................................................................1 → GO TO M12-6
    NO...........................................................................5 → GO TO M12-6
    DK..........................................................................8 → GO TO M12-6
    RF.........................................................................9 → GO TO M12-6

Q7137   6952   M12-6d. PAY $500 PER MONTH
/M12-6d.
/ Would you be willing to pay $500 per month? (to live ten
/ years in perfect health?)

    YES.............................................................................1 → GO TO M12-6
    NO...........................................................................5 → GO TO M12-6
    DK..........................................................................8 → GO TO M12-6
    RF.........................................................................9 → GO TO M12-6
Q7138  6952  M12-6e. PAY $2000 PER MONTH

Would you be willing to pay $2,000 per month? (to live ten years in perfect health?)

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5 → GO TO M12-6
DK................................................8 → GO TO M12-6
RF................................................9 → GO TO M12-6

Q7139  6952  M12-6f. PAY $5000 PER MONTH

Would you be willing to pay $5,000 per month? (to live ten years in perfect health?)

YES...............................................1
NO................................................5
DK................................................8
RF................................................9

Q7142U  M12-6. MOST IMPORTANT MED PROB

We'd like to wrap up this interview by asking you to tell us in your own words which health problems you think are most important for medical research to work on, whether they currently affect your health or not.

END OF MODULE 12
M-SKIP. As it turns out, there are no additional questions to ask, but thank you.

END OF MODULES SECTION

END OF INTERVIEW

THANK THE RESPONDENT FOR THE INTERVIEW.

PRESS "ENTER" TO PROCEED TO RECONTACT SCREENS.

GO TO SECTION TN